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Industry Summary:
Foot and mouth disease (FMD) is one of the most contagious and economically relevant diseases affecting
livestock and is rapidly transmitted between hosts. Fortunately, the US swine industry has not experienced an
FMD epidemic for almost a century. However, the recent introduction of pathogens, such as PED,
demonstrate the need for increasing the industry’s ability to early respond and efficiently mitigate the
potential impact of introductions of devastating diseases, such as FMD. Here, disease transmission models
have been used to predict the spread of FMD virus and evaluate the impact of control strategies.
The objective of this project was to combine measureable information on FMD virus transmission into a
disease model to measure the impact of movement data on the spread of FMD within a production system in
the US to capture both within-herd and between-herd transmission. We aim to use these data to develop
control strategies that incorporate currently accepted OIE containment strategies (i.e. movement bans, culling,
and vaccination) and tailored control strategies based on characteristics of farms that may increase their risk
of infection (i.e. number of shipments of animals received). The results of this study show that:


Containment strategies significantly influence the predicted number of farms infected during an
epidemic, as well as the mean duration of the epidemic. By increasing the radius of the control zones
by 20% and 50%, we see a significant reduction in the predicted mean number of farms infected
during an epidemic, as well as the mean duration of the epidemic.



Moreover, FMD persistence within a population was dependent on farm structure and proportion of
individuals in the population capable of becoming infected as seen in the modeled farrow to finish and
farrow to wean herds, which are both birthing disease vulnerable piglets on a weekly basis.



For those reasons, making the simplifying assumptions about how pigs contact each other on a farm
may be sufficient to model FMD spread when aiming to measure average values of infection in the
population. However, farm structure and demography needs to be considered to accurately model
more detailed aspects of FMD infection in the herds.
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Scientific Abstract:
Foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) is a highly contagious viral pathogen that affects cloven-hoofed animals
including pigs, cattle, sheep, and goats. Affected animals display blisters on the mouth, teats, and toes, which
may lead to the inability to feed, drink or walk. Most animals do not die as a result of infection, but recovered
animals usually have decreased performance. Due to astonishing financial losses as a result of international
trade bans on infected countries, traditional responses to FMD outbreaks have included mass slaughter,
vaccination, and animal movement bans. However, thse control strategies may have a relative effectiveness in
detecting latent and undetected infected animals to prevent FMD spread beyond the control zones through
animal movements that occurred prior to the movement ban. In this study, we use swine movement data
collected from producers to construct within- and between-herd transmission models to simulate the
hypothetical spread of FMD. Here we show that, swine-specific parameter values and models are necessary
to capture transmission dynamics necessary to understand FMD persistence within a population that may
influence between-farm transmission. Our results indicate that the latent period and incubation period of
FMD infection varies by strain, FMD persistence within a population is critically dependent on farm structure
and availability of susceptible individuals into the population, and that the size and duration of an FMD
outbreak in swine is dependent on the size of the control zones, frequency of veterinary visits, and efficacy of
movement restrictions. More specifically, we found that farrow-to-finish and farrow-to-wean herds
experience ongoing infection due to the weekly birthing of susceptible piglets therefore, the assumption of
homogenous-mixing for modeling within-herd transmission of FMD may be sufficient when average outputs
are modeled but that farm structure and demography needs to be considered to accurately model deviations
from the outputs. When using the simplifying assumption of homogenous-mixing within swine herds, we
found that increasing the control zones by 20% and 50% results in a significant reduction of the predicted
mean number of infected farms by 50% and 76%, respectively and reduces the mean duration of the epidemic
by 39% and 80%, respectively. Decreasing the frequency of veterinary visits by 20% and 50% increases the
predicted mean number of farms to 13% and 43%, respectively, and the mean duration of the epidemic by
6.2% and 20%, respectively. Lastly, we found that decreasing the efficacy of the movement restrictions by
20% increased the predicted mean number of infected farms by 62% and the mean duration of the epidemic
by 20%. These data can support FMD emergency preparedness and planning in the US, although follow-up
studies are required to evaluate the impact that farm structure may impose on the variability of results. The
output of this project will significantly contribute to the development of tools that support food security
through prevention and containment of FMD. Furthermore, these models will serve as a framework for the
development of quantitative tools relevant to respond to introduction of other foreign animal diseases.
Introduction:
Foot-and-mouth disease is a highly contagious pathogen that affects cloven-hooved animals worldwide.
Clinical signs of FMD include fever, lameness and blisters on the hooves, mouth, snout, lower jaw, and
tongue 1, 2. Although mortality associated with FMD infection is low, morbidity is typically high, reaching up
to 100% in some cases, leading to direct economic losses due to decreases in animal production and treatment
costs 3, 4. In addition to direct economic losses, the introduction of FMD into non-endemic countries can have
devastating indirect economic consequences due to trade restrictions. While the USDA has outlined the
capabilities and critical activities needed in response to an FMD outbreak, more targeted control measures
still need to be defined 5.
Historical control of FMD in non-endemic countries includes geographical zones, vaccination and animal
movement bans 6. But these control strategies do not take into account the ability of latent and undetected
infected animals to spread FMD beyond the control zones through animal movements that occurred prior to
the movement ban. Likewise, animal movement bans disrupt business continuity, leading to a drastic decline
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in the monetary value of livestock which can translate into serious animal welfare issues and social
repercussions for producers 7. Likewise, the recent introduction of pathogens into the swine industry, such as
PED, demonstrates the need for increasing the industry’s ability to respond early and mitigate the potential
impact from a hypothetical introduction of a devastating disease, such as FMD. Here, disease transmission
models have been used to predict the spread of FMD virus and evaluate the impact of control strategies.
The objectives of this proposal were defined as the following:
a) To formulate, parameterize, and implement a model for the hypothetical spread of FMD virus in swine
farms of North Carolina (NC);
b) To estimate the impact that use of real pig movement data has on the spatial distribution of hypothetical
FMD epidemic in NC, in comparison with simulated or hypothesized movement data;
c) To quantify the effectiveness of OIE-approved regionalization strategy (zoning, compartmentalization, or
both) in containing an FMD epidemic in NC pig farms;
d) To provide input on the consequences that implementing a compartmentalization strategy, as an
enhancement to a zoning approach, may have in terms of business continuity, outbreak control, and financial
impact of an FMD epidemic.
Materials & Methods:
Model Parameterization and development
A meta-analysis 8 was conducted to quantify values associated with the time course of FMD infection in
swine and were defined as the latent period, subclinical period, incubation period, and duration of infection
(Fig. 1). The duration of the stages of FMD infection were described as the following: the latent period (t 0 to
t1) was considered the time from exposure to the time sample collection resulted in the first positive sample
(oral swabs, nasal swabs, or blood); the subclinical period (t 1 to t2) was described as the time sample
collection resulted in the first positive test to the development of clinical signs (increased body temperature,
lameness, dullness, reluctance to stand, presence of vesicular lesions), and the duration of infection (t 1 to t3)
was described as the time from the development of clinical signs until sample collection of the last positive
test result (virus isolation or RT-PCR). The latent period, subclinical period, clinical period and incubation
period were determined from transmission studies using the first positive test and clinical signs in contact
pigs. Studies that reported these time periods in hours were converted into days and were rounded to the
nearest day. For studies that reported the incubation period and latent period, the subclinical period was
calculated by subtracting the duration of the latent period from the incubation period. One parametric survival
regression model was fit for each of the stages of infection (latent period, subclinical period, incubation
period, and duration of infection), to identify factors that influence the stages of FMD infection extracted
from experimental studies.

Figure 1. Time course of FMD infection in pigs infected through contact with an inoculated pig.
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Five individuals external to the University of Minnesota were selected based on their training and experience
with FMD. Data was collected utilizing a modification of the Delphi technique, an accepted method of
obtaining data on a real world issue 9. Additionally, twenty surveys were administered to swine practitioners
attending the 2015 Leman Swine Conference in St. Paul, MN. The survey asked practitioners to estimate the
proportion of a swine herd (typical size) that would need to show clinical signs before a vesicular disease was
suspected.
Survey responses were recorded and distributions were fit for FMD incubation period, disease associated
mortality rate, transmission probability, spatial spread and proportion of the herd clinical for diagnosis to
occur. The probability of spatial transmission was defined as the probability that farm j becomes infected by
farm i through a route described in any manner other than through the direct movement of animals. The
probability of spatial transmission was estimated at a distance of 1km, 5 km, 10 km, and 50km from the
infected premises. The expert-solicited most-likely probability of spread was plotted at each distance and a
non-linear function was fitted to the data in MATLAB using the Curve Fitting App 10.
Within-herd model
Two models were created to represent the management of farrow-to-finish and farrow-to-wean commercial
swine farms. We included typical demographic and structural components of a farm and compared those to a
homogenously-mixed population, depicted in Figure 2.
Demographic and structural model:
We created a simulation model that coupled population dynamics with disease transmission within swine
herds. The demographic models were discrete, representing the number of animals in each room on a daily
basis. Pigs were moved within the Farrowing barn utilizing an all-in-all-out management strategy in which
rooms are filled with batches of pigs and rooms are completely emptied to allow for cleaning and disinfection
before the arrival of the next batch. However, the Nursery barn operated in a continuous flow where a flow of
pigs was introduced into the Nursery building as a concurrent flow of pigs moved out and into the Finishing
barn. The duration of each stage of reproduction and pig growth was fixed and depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Stages of production and movement of pigs. a.) The farrow-to-finish farm will consist of breeding
and gestation, farrowing, nursery, and finishing stages followed by the movement of pigs to off site
slaughtering facilities. b.) The wean-to-finish farm will consist of breeding and gestation, and farrowing
followed by the movement of weaned pigs offsite. c.) The homogenously-mixed population will consist of one
barn representing the wean-to-finish, nursery, and finishing farms.

Transmission model
A stochastic, state-transition, transmission model was created and integrated with the demographic model
using R 11 to simulate the spread of FMDV in a 10,000-head swine farm. Pigs were classified into 5 mutually
exclusive states: susceptible (S), latently infected (L), subclinically infected (Is), clinically infected (Ic), and
recovered (R) (Figure 3). The number of pigs in each of the states was calculated and reported at the room
and herd-level for each time step. Pigs stochastically transitioned between states at rates presented in Figure
3, Table 1.

βw(Is room + Ic room)/N + βc(Is herd + Ic herd)/N

S

L

Is

α

γ

Ic

λ

R

Figure 3. Compartments representing the stage of infection of foot-and-mouth disease in swine.
S=Subclinical, L=latently Infected, Is=subclinically Infected, Ic=clinically Infected, R=recovered, βw(Is room * Ic
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room)/N+βb(Is herd * Ic herd)/N=force

of infection, α= rate of pigs moving from the latently infected class to the
subclinically infected class (1/latent period), λ=rate of pigs moving from the subclinically infected class to the
clinically infected class (1/subclinical period), γ=rate of pigs moving from the clinically infected class into the
recovered class. Pigs in the model move between these mutually exclusive classifications. Pigs in the S
class become infected through contact with pigs in the Ic and Is class at a rate equal to the force of infection.

The transmission model was based on the frequency-dependent transmission (de Jong, 1995).
S t+1= μ –βwS(Is room * Ic room)/N+βbS(Is herd * Ic herd)/N - Ω
L t+1= βwS(Is room * Ic room)/N+βbS(Is herd * Ic herd)/N - α L
Is t+1= α L – γIs
Ic t+1=γIs – λIc
R t+1=λIc
Force of infection: βwS(Is room * Ic room)/N+βbS(Is herd * Ic herd)/N

Variable
t
Ic room
Is room
Ic herd
Is herd
St+1
Lt+1
Ist+1
Ict+1
Rt+1

Definition
Time (days)
The number of clinically infected pigs in an infected room
The number of subclinically infected pigs in an infected room
The number of clinically infected pigs in the herd
The number of subclinically infected pigs in the herd
The number of susceptible pigs at time=t+1
The number of latently infected animals at time=t+1
The number of subclinically infected animals at time=t+1
The number of clinically infected animals at time t=t+1
The number of recovered animals at time t=t+1
Table 1. Variables included in the within-herd model with definitions.

Susceptible
Latent
Subclinical
Clinical
Recovered
(S)
(L)
(Is)
(Ic)
(R)
Infected
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Infectious
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Clinical signs
No
No
No
Yes
Maybe
Table 2. Characteristics of state transitions used in the within-herd FMD model.

Parameter
βb

Description
Direct transmission rate

Value
6.84 (3.17, 14.75) pigs/day

Reference
O/NET/01-Van Roermund, 2010

βw

Indirect transmission
rate
Rate at which latently
infected pigs become
subclinically infected
Rate at which subclinical
pigs develop clinical
signs
Recovery rate or the
rate at which clinically

0.14 (0.044, 0.33) pigs/day

O/NET/01- Van Roermund, 2010

Binomial(97, 0.02) (day-1)

Kinsley, 2016

Binomial(66,0.02) (day-1)

Kinsley, 2016

Poisson(5.19) day-1

Kinsley, 2016

α
γ
λ
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infected animals
become recovered
Table 3. Description of parameters included in the within-herd model with descriptions, values, and sources.

Within the model, infected pigs transmit FMDV to susceptible pigs within the same room and to pig from
other rooms on the same farm. Parameters describing the natural history of infection in pigs were estimated
using published data represented in Table 3. The transmission coefficient βB is the indirect transmission and
βW is the direct transmission rate.
The mean time to detection of FMD within the farrow-to-finish, farrow-to-wean, and homogenously mixed
population was estimated based on the presence of clinical signs in the herd. For each simulation, the time to
detection was calculated based on an Inverse Gaussian distribution describing proportion of pig with clinical
signs 12. The duration of the epidemic was calculated, for each of the iterations, as the time of introduction of
the index case to the time when the number of infected pigs reached zero. The total number of infected pigs
was calculated for the duration of the epidemic.
Between-herd model
Epidemics were simulated in three states (Minnesota, North Carolina, and Oklahoma) with distinct
demographics and ecological conditions which included 10,468 swine farms. FMD was simulated using a
stochastic, simulation model, InterSpread Plus v. 6.1.2.12 13 which assumes that pig mix homogenously
within each farm. Farms were categorized into disease states by day assuming that pigs mixed-homogenously
on a farm. Six scenarios were simulated reflecting differences in control strategies (Table 4). The predicted
mean number of infected farms and the mean duration of the epidemic were calculated for 100 iterations.

Table 4. Summarized table of the different scenarios evaluated.

Results:
We found that the stages of FMD infection in swine vary by strain indicating that models may need to
account for strain variability (Tab. 5). Additionally, we found that the probability of spatial spread
(transmission through a route other than direct contact) between an infected and fully susceptible swine farm
is greatest within 5 km of the infected farm, highlighting the importance of possible long distance (>5 km)
transmission through the movement of infected animals (Fig. 4). Lastly, whereas most swine practitioners are
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confident in their ability to detect a vesicular disease in an average sized swine herd, a small proportion
expect that up to half of the herd would need to show clinical signs before detection occurred highlighting the
need for further modeling efforts to understand the implications of significant delays in diagnosis (Fig. 5).

Table 1. Accelerated failure time model fitted for the latent period, and incubation period (Weibull
distribution, shape parameter latent period=2.34, shape parameter incubation period 3.41).

Figure 4. Transmission kernel calculated from the probability of transmission through indirect contact at 1,
5, 10 and 50 km prior to the implementation of control measures.
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Figure 5. Distribution of the estimated proportion of the herd showing clinical signs for diagnosis of a
vesicular disease to occur.

Within-herd model
The results of the within-herd model revealed that the mean time to detection for each of the scenarios was
about 11.5 days (Tab. 5). However, the duration of the epidemic varied between scenarios. The
homogenously-mixed population experienced a phenomenon termed “epidemic fadeout”, in which the
pathogen became extinct in the population due to the low number of infected individuals and the stochastic
nature of the disease. In contrast, a large enough number of infected and susceptible pigs remained in the
farrow to finish herd to maintain the infection within this population. This maintenance of infection was even
more evident in the farrow to wean herd where the number of infected individuals fluctuate more noticeably
as births of susceptible piglets sustain the infection process. These fluctuations can be seen below in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Epidemic curves for the farrow to finish, farrow to wean and homogenously mixed population.
Lighter, thinner lines represent the results of 1,000 simulations. Thicker, darker lines represent the mean of
the simulations.
Feature

Farrow to finish

Farrow to wean

Homogenously-mixed

Time to detection (days) (95% interval)

11.50 (11.39, 11.62)

11.56 (11.42, 11.70)

11.41 (11.28, 11.54)

--

45.94 (45.53, 46.34)

Duration of epidemic (days) (95% interval)

--

Table 5. Mean time to detection and duration of the epidemic for the farrow to finish, farrow to wean, and
homogenously mixed populations.
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Between-herd model
Results of the between-herd model are shown in Table 6. We found that by increasing the control zones by
20% and 50% results in a significant reduction of the predicted mean number of infected farms by 50% and
76%, respectively and reduces the mean duration of the epidemic by 39% and 80%, respectively. Decreasing
the frequency of veterinary visits by 20% and 50% increases the predicted mean number of farms to 13% and
43%, respectively, and the mean duration of the epidemic by 6.2% and 20%, respectively. Lastly, we found
that decreasing the efficacy of the movement restrictions by 20% increased the predicted mean number of
infected farms by 62% and the mean duration of the epidemic by 20%.

Table 6. Summarized table of the results of comparison scenarios to the baseline scenario (significant
differences ***refers to a p-value<0.00, ** refers to a p-value<0.01, * refers to a p-value<0.05, and no sign
refers to a p-value>0.050).

Discussion:
We found that the stages of FMD infection were influenced by route of infection, strain, and sampling
method. While modeling efforts may not need to be conducted for every strain of interest, strain variation
should be accounted for in the model. The probability of spatial spread between an infected and fully
susceptible swine farm is greatest within 5 km of the infected farm, highlighting the importance of possible
transmission through the movement of infected animals. Lastly, while most swine practitioners are confident
in their ability to detect a vesicular disease with few animals showing clinical signs, yet, a small proportion
expect that up to half of the herd would need to show clinical signs before detection occurred.
Additionally, our results indicate that FMD persistence within a population is critically dependent on farm
structure and availability of susceptible individuals into the population as seen in the ongoing infection in the
farrow to finish and farrow to wean herds, which are both birthing susceptible piglets on a weekly basis.
Moreover, our results indicate that the within-herd model results indicate that the homogenous-mixing
assumption may be sufficient to model FMD spread when only average outputs are modeled but that farm
structure and demography needs to be considered to accurately model deviations from the outputs. These
findings may extend beyond the study of FMD in swine herds. Therefore, we suggest that farm structure and
farrowing rates be considered when aiming for pathogen elimination within a herd.
The results of the between-herd model demonstrative, in quantitative terms, the importance of effectiveness
of surveillance and control strategies in managing FMD epidemics. Results suggest that radii of control zones
are extremely important in determining the size of an epidemic. Future studies involving FMD transmission
should focus on population structure to understand variability that might be experienced given an FMD
outbreak in the US.
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